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Four Agreements of 
Courageous Conversation 
1. Stay Engaged   
2. Experience Discomfort   
3. Speak your Truth   
4. Expect an Accept Non-Closure  
Racial Diversity at IMSA 
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How often have you heard 
racist remarks at school? 
N = 166 
166 Students Reported Hearing RACIST 
REMARKS Sometimes, Frequently or Often! 
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When you Hear Racist 
Remarks, How Often Does 
Another Student Intervene? 
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WHY Talk About Race? 
•  RACISM is the motivation behind most HATE and 
BIAS Incidents in school. 
•  RACISM leads to Stress, Depression, School-Avoidance 
and other Social-Emotional Issues. 
To Create a SAFE and Inclusive Environment in which 
RACIAL Diversity and Equity is seen as a Value in 
developing Ethical Leaders of the Global World!!! 
Systemic Racism 
“All Whites Are Racist” = Systemic Racism 
RACISM = PREJUDICE + POWER 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=8eTWZ80z9EE 

IMSA’s BIAS Incident Stance 
•  The Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy values a diverse 
community where all members are able to participate fully in the 
IMSA experience. Incidents of bias and hate affecting a person or 
group create a hostile climate and negatively impact the quality of 
the IMSA experience for community members. IMSA takes such 
incidents seriously and will investigate and respond to reported or 
observed incidents of bias while under the jurisdiction of the 
Academy. At IMSA, a hate or “bias-related” incident is an act that 
demonstrates prejudice against the victim’s actual or perceived race, 
color, gender, sexual orientation, ethnic origin, religion, ability 
and/or political affiliation. 
I’m Not Racist, 
Am I? 
Link: https://vimeo.com/241752290	
